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1. Introduction

Belt conveyors are widely used in mining enterprises, 
as the introduction of in-line technology in mines, pits 
and quarries increases the technical level and efficiency of 
mining production. A characteristic trend of the modern 
development of belt conveyors is a significant increase 
in their length and productivity. At the same time, the 
requirements for the reliability and durability of belt 
conveyors and, consequently, for the most responsible and 
loaded components are constantly increasing [1–3].

The belt conveyor is a continuous transport machine, the 
main elements are: the belt-traction and load-bearing body; 
drive, deflecting, bypass and tail drums; conveyor stav with 
guide structures of roller supports; upper and lower rollers; 
drive blocks; auxiliary and protective devices. Fig. 1 shows 
the belt conveyor diagram.

The modern development of conveyor transport is 
characterized by an increase in its productivity and the 

length of transportation, which increases the load on 
the drive and deflection drums, as well as the number of 
drums in the conveyor. This reduces the overall reliability 
of the conveyors and worsens the technical and econom-
ic performance of their work. A large number of drums 
are required not only to newly manufacture equipment 
conveyors, but also to replace the drums installed on 
existing transporting cars, the service life is significantly 
below the service life of the pipeline, especially in mining. 
Therefore, in order to meet the needs for replacing failed 
drums, it is necessary to find ways to increase the produc-
tion of drums, as well as to use them more efficiently. The 
complexity of this task requires finding ways to further 
improve the design, calculation methods, and increase the 
reliability and durability of belt conveyor drums. In this 
regard, the scientific task of creating a computer model for 
calculating the stress-strain state of belt conveyor drums 
to reduce their metal consumption and increase their du-
rability and reliability is relevant.
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The paper considers the method of computer simula-
tion of the stress-strain state of the drive drum shell in the 
NASTRAN integrated environment. Due to the complex-
ity of determining stresses and deformations in the drum 
sections by the analytical method, it is proposed to solve 
this important problem using the numerical finite-element 
method. At the preliminary stage of computer modeling, 
a mechanical design scheme was developed, including a 
variable pressure that changes depending on the angle of 
rotation of the drum, the deterministic relations describ-
ing the variable force factors are based on the Euler ratio. 
It is also proposed to take into account the pressure from 
the variable friction force, which depends on the changing 
coefficient of adhesion of the belt to the drum.

As a result of the computer calculation, the equiva-
lent Mises stresses of 65 MPa were determined, the safe-
ty factor was 4.2 and the components of the tangential 
stresses were determined using the stress tensor mark-
er, the shear stress reached the level τ=16 MPa for fab-
ric tape and τ=3.14 MPa for rubber tape. According to 
the results of the calculation, the dependence of the tan-
gential stresses on the angle of rotation of the drum was 
constructed. A diagram of the change in the component 
of tangential stresses along the forming shell of the drum 
was constructed.

Analysis of stress-strain state allowed us to determine 
the factor of safety of the drum shell. Based on the anal-
ysis of equivalent stresses, it is proposed to further calcu-
late the durability of the drum using the method of long-
term fatigue. The computer calculation of shear stresses 
in the component allows choosing the rational parameters 
of the lining, based on such indicators as peel strength and 
break, as well as determining the angle 61° of the slab lin-
ing required to improve the reliability and traction ability 
of the pipeline
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The stress-strain state of the elements of the drive drum 
of a belt conveyor is of a complex character: a normal load 
combined with significant tangential, and they are variable 
angle strap tape drum, being, however, is cyclical [4].

In the manufacture of the drum, the thickness of its shell 
is assumed to be too high, which often does not increase the 
durability, but increases the metal consumption of the drum 
and its supporting structure.

As the experience of operation shows, one of the reasons 
for the failure of drums is the fatigue failure of the drum 
elements. This leads to downtime of the conveyors and sig-
nificant economic costs, since the repair of the drive drum is 
a long and expensive operation. 

In order to predict fatigue and extend the service life of 
the drum, using the method of applying lining to the drum 
shell, it is necessary to create an adequate computer model of 
the stress-strain state of the shell.

System fatigue in automated design systems can be cal-
culated using two methods: low-cycle fatigue and multi-cy-
cle fatigue, and at the stage of computer-aided design, the 
correct choice of method is to determine the correctness of 
determining the durability and recommendations for the 
maintenance of conveyors.

Only taking into account the expansion of the stress tensor 
in the co-computer calculation, it is possible to more accurately 
determine the magnitude and actual direction of tangential 
stresses, as a result of which it becomes possible to determine 
the rational angle of inclination of the lining grooves. 

To solve these problems, it is necessary to create a com-
puter model that would allow us to determine the contribu-
tion of tangent stresses to the SSS of the drum rim.

2. Literature review and problem statement

In [5–7], methods for calculating the structural elements 
of conveyor drums for strength are proposed. The calcula-
tion of the drive drum shell of a belt conveyor is based on 
the beam theory. It considers the bending of a closed cy-
lindrical shell for the cases of the following loads: contour, 
radial and tangent (evenly distributed along the length of 
the shell and on a small section of its width).

In [8], a system of equations for determining the dis-
placements and force factors in the disk is presented. It is 
believed that the bending of the drive drum shaft at the 
girth angle of the belt 1800 is caused by the forces P and P ’ 
acting respectively in the planes of the landing places of the 
disks. It should be noted that it is impossible to agree with 
such a simplified system of forces acting on the drum – it 
contradicts the methods of bringing forces and moments 
acting on a solid body, accepted in mechanics.

In [9], we also consider the issues of calculating the 
drums of belt conveyors in the case when the shell is rein-

forced with an annular frame of width bk and thick-
ness hk. Studies have shown that the reinforcing 
ring reduces internal forces and stresses in the shell.

The effect of the reinforcing ring on the stress state 
of the end disks is less significant. By tightening the 
shell, the ring reduces the forces transmitted to the 
disks from the shell side, but does not change the pic-
ture of the stress state of the disks. The forces acting 
on the drum were considered as concentrated, which 
greatly simplifies the actual calculation scheme.

There are also a few studies of the SSS of the 
drum, using modern computer-aided design systems. In [10], 
the forces applied to the drum surface were modeled and the 
stress-strain state of the drum shell was determined. To do this, 
a computer model was created to simulate the Abaqus complex. 
Using this model, the influence of the size and shape of the final 
element on the SSS of the drum was studied. The author notes 
that the load distribution along the axis of the drum affects the 
maximum stress both in size and location. The overall max-
imum can be up to 15 % lower, while for a specific node, the 
reduction can be even higher – up to 20 %. However, the real 
picture of the stresses arising from the variable pressure on the 
surface of the shell is not presented.

It should be noted that in the works analyzed above, when 
calculating the SSS, the components of the stress tensor, name-
ly the tangent components, which are decisive, are not consid-
ered in the issues of plastic deformation of the shell surface and 
the selection of rational parameters of the lining to increase the 
service life and increase the traction capacity of the drums [11].

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to develop a computer method-
ology for assessing the stress-strain state of the drum for 
further recommendations on the choice of the method for 
calculating the durability of the drum and the selection of 
lining parameters.

To achieve this aim, the following objectives were set: 
– to develop a calculated mechanical scheme that simu-

lates the action of variable pressure and variable friction force;
– to develop an adequate computer model of the drum 

and belt assembly, which will maximally reflect the condi-
tion of the conveyor operation;

– to perform a computer calculation in the NASTRAN 
integrated environment for two versions of the tape: fabric 
and rubber and determine the influence of the mechanical 
properties of the tape material on the stress-strain state of 
the drum casing;

– to determine the overall strength of the drum and pro-
pose a method for further evaluating the durability of the shell;

– to determine the tangential stresses along the drum 
generator to develop a method for selecting rational param-
eters of the lining of the drum shell. 

4. Materials and methods for studying the basic 
deterministic relationship that mathematically describes the 
stresses and deformations in the drum shell from the action 

of the belt pressure

The drum under study is a physical model of the drive 
drum of a high-power belt conveyor. The design of the drum 
of belt conveyors for mining enterprises is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.	1.	Belt	conveyor	diagram
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Parameters of the drum under study:
– D=500 mm – drum diameter;
– В=1,000 mm – width of the tape;
– Р=575 kN – circumferential effort;
– S=137 kN – load on the drum;
– µ=0.34 – coefficient of friction.
Drum material 10G2S1.
Initially, we consider the main deterministic relations 

that mathematically describe the stresses and deformations 
in the drum shell from the action of the belt pressure.

The stress-strain state of the drive drum is determined 
mainly by its design, the tension on the incoming Sinc and 
cascading Scas branches of the belt, and the nature of the 
tension change along the arc of the girth. When determining 
the relationship between the angle of the belt circumference 
of the drum surface and the tension on the incoming and 
cascading branches of the drive drum, the well-known ratio 
obtained by L. Euler is commonly used:

,inc

cas

S
e

S
µα=    (1)

where α – is the angle of the belt girth of the drive drum, 
µ – coefficient of adhesion between the belt and the drum.

To calculate the SSS of the shell according to the Vlasov 
theory, the model shown in Fig. 3 is used as the design calcu-
lation [12]. The calculations are performed under the follow-
ing assumptions: the drum is firmly planted on the shaft, the 
distance between the supporting disks is equal to the width 
of the tape tension constantly on the width of the tape, grip 
tape drum happening across the arc of circumference, the 
force is transferred in accordance with the Euler formula. 
When solving the problem of deformation of the drum shell, 
disks and shaft are considered together.

The distributed radial and tangential loads on the drive 
drum shell are decomposed into a trigonometric Fourier 
series relative to the middle of the arc of the belt girth of the 
drum and are presented in the form of rows:
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where α, β – dimensionless coor-
dinates.

Here the following designations 
are introduced: R – the radius of 
the circle, the median surface of the 
cylindrical shell; X, Y, Z – positive 
directions of surface forces; u, y, ω – 
positive directions of displacement 
along the generatrix of the drum, 
along the arc of its circumference 
and along the radius, respectively.

To solve the system of differential equations of the theory 
of elasticity, a generalized stress function f(α, β) is intro-
duced, which satisfies the differential equation:
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where ʋ – Poisson’s coefficient.
The general solution of the equation is sought in the form:

0 ,z yφ = φ + φ + φ     (8)

where ϕ0 – general solution of the homogeneous equation; ϕz, 
ϕy – partial solutions.

The displacements and force factors in the shell are de-
termined by the dependencies:
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Fig.	2.	Legend	for	dimensions	of	drum	elements

Fig.	3.	Calculation	model	of	the	drum	[33]
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Such tasks require significant capital and time costs 
for experimental implementation. However, these difficul-
ties can be circumvented by using computer mathematical 
modeling.

5. Results of the study of the stress-strain state of the 
conveyor drum shell

5. 1. Developing a mechanical design scheme to sim-
ulate the action of variable pressure and variable friction 
force

The preliminary stage of computer modeling is the 
creation of a mechanical design scheme. By simulating the 
belt and drum assembly, we created a mechanical design 
scheme corresponding to the scheme in Fig. 4.

The diagram indicates the occurrence of two force fac-
tors when the tape acts on the drum – these are variable 
pressure force and friction force.

The case of variable pressure and variable friction force 
was modeled. According to the theory of K. Grimmer, 
D. Torman, the variable friction force arises from the condi-
tion of the occurrence of a variable coefficient of adhesion µ 
from pressure р. Fig. 5 shows the graphs [13].

As can be seen from the graphs, the coefficient of adhesion 
µ significantly depends on the pressure of the belt on the drum, 
and, consequently, on the variable tension of the belt along the 
arc of the girth. Thus, to determine the stress state of the drum 
elements, it is necessary to determine the nature of the change 
in tension over the surface of the drum with a variable coeffi-
cient of adhesion of the tape to the surface of the drum [14].

Table 1 shows the dependencies that determine the vari-
able nature of the force factors acting on the drum shell.

The formulas in the table are used further in modeling 
the loading process of the drive drum in the pressure range 
p=0.1÷0.4 MPa. At higher pressures (p>0.4 MPa), it is 
advisable to take into account the change in the coefficient 

m(p) as the circumference angle increases and the corre-
sponding increase in pressure p(α).

Table	1

Data	for	the	boundary	conditions	of	the	computer	model	of	
the	SSS	drum
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P
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Р – the force of pressure from the force in the incoming branch 
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Р – the force of pressure from the force in the incoming branch 
µ1 – the coefficient of the variable clutch 

µ0 – constant coupling coefficient 
–π≤α≤π 

p≤0.6 МPа, m≅1.25

5. 2. Developing an adequate computer model of the 
drum and tape assembly 

The problem of interaction between the tape and the 
drum was modeled as an assembly, which entailed some tech-
nical complexity, however, this formulation most adequately 
reflects the real physical model. To solve this problem, in the 
NASTRAN program, the shell and the tape were divided 
into groups, their contact was carried out by the Equivalence 
operation, 2,561 nodes belonging to the tape and drum grid 
were combined along the half-surface of the shell. The drum 
belt and assembly models are shown in Fig. 6 [15].

Fig. 7 shows the finite-element grid (position 1). The 
number of finite elements for the shell of a drum with a tape 
width B=1,000 mm and a diameter D=500 mm was about 
4.000. The end element type is Quad4 Isomesh grid view.

Fig.	4.	Сharacter	of	change	in	pressure	in	the	drive	drum

Fig.	5.	Graphs	of	variable	pressure	and	variable	friction:		
a –	smooth	steel	drum;	b	–	rubber-lined	drum:	1	–	dry;		

2	–	wet;	3	–	wet	with	the	presence	of	clay

a b
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The force boundary conditions were set as variables 
using the Fields function, which includes the built-in PCL 
programming language. Table 1 shows the laws of the de-
pendence of the variable normal pressure and the friction 
force of the belt, as a function of the variable coefficient of 
adhesion.

Fig. 8 shows a computer model of the design scheme of 
interaction between the tape and the drum.

The problem was solved in a static formulation under the 
assumption that the tape is an elastic linearly deformable 
body obeying Hooke’s law.

5. 3. Results of computer calculation in the NAS-
TRAN integrated environment for two versions of the 
tape: fabric and rubber

Determination of the influence of the mechanical prop-
erties of the tape material on the stress-strain state of the 
drum casing.

Fig. 9 shows the diagrams of the Mises stress distri-
bution in both the tape and the drum. Colored isolines 
indicate the occurrence of maximum stresses in the area of 
the drum landing on the shaft, here the maximum stresses 
reach σmax=65 MPa. At this stress level, the coefficient 
of safety margin is sufficient for the steel grade 10G2S1 
k=4.2. 

The obtained results of computer calculations reveal 
new quantitative effects of the stress-strain state of the 
drum shell on the verification calculations of the durability 
of structures with different levels of accuracy, as well as on 
recommendations for the use of rational means of lining 
in order to increase the reliability and traction capacity of 
conveyors.

Despite the excessive strength ratio, it would seem, lead-
ing to increasing metal construction, do not forget about the 
fact that the service life before technical inspection must be 
1,000 hours.

According to the results of a computer calculation of the 
stress tensor components τx, τy (Fig. 12) on the surface of the 
drum, the diagram was constructed based on the maximum 
shear stresses on the angle of rotation of the drum in incre-
ments of α=30° for two variants of the tape: cloth tape with 
a modulus of elasticity E=40 MPa and rubber tapes with a 
characteristic E=5.8∙103 MPa.

The graph (Fig. 10) shows that the elastic coefficient of 
the tape affects the level of tangential stresses, the tape with 
less elasticity gives a higher level of stress, with a fabric tape 
τ=16 MPa, with a rubber tape τ=3.14 MPa.

Fig.	6.	Drum	belt	and	assembly	models:	а – tape	model;  
b – drum	model; c – built	model

a 

b

c

Fig.	7.	Finite-element	grid	of	the	digital	drive	drum	model

Fig.	8.	Computer	model	of	the	design	scheme	of	interaction	
between	the	tape	and	the	drum

Fig.	9.	Diagram	of	the	stresses	in	the	tape	and	drum
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The graph of changes in tangential stresses shows that 
when using more rigid (rubber-wire) belts, the rest arc zone 
increases and more favorable conditions are created for 
transmitting a significant portion 
of the traction force without slid-
ing the contacting surfaces, which 
also reduces the mutual wear of the 
tape and lining.

The stresses determined by 
the virtual experiment were com-
pared with the results of the exper-
iment [16].

Fig. 11 shows the installation di-
agram for determining the SSS of 
the drum. On the frame 1, a drum 4 
is fixed in the brackets 5, the stress 
state of which is subject to investiga-
tion. On its shaft 6, a lever 7 is rigidly 
fixed, the end of which is connected 
to the frame 1 through a dynamom-
eter 8. The shell of the drum 4 is 
covered by a tape 10, the ends of which are also connected to 
the frame 1 by means of devices 9 and dynamometers 2 and 3.

5. 4. Evaluation of the shell durability
In the first assessment of the durability of 

the drum, we can talk about a further calcu-
lation for fatigue, which should be carried out 
according to the method of long-term fatigue. 
Based on the results of the calculation of the 
stress-deformable state of the shaft given above, 
it is possible to reasonably choose the S-N 
method of calculating multi-cycle fatigue, since 
multi-cycle fatigue occurs at stresses signifi-
cantly below the yield strength (σmax<0.6σ0.2), 
as the condition is met σmax<0.6σ0.2 [17].

When analyzing the stress level along the 
width of the belt, a group of nodes on the full 
surface in the most stressed zone of the drum 
was selected from the total array of solutions 
obtained. The result of the stress change is 
shown in Fig. 12.

The stress peaks σ=24 MPa along the cyl-
inder generatrix indicate the critical points of 
possible crack formation, which are localized 

at the junction of the disks with the surface of the shell, 
which serves as recommendations for further calculation of 
the welds for strength and fatigue.

5. 5. Components of tangential stresses along the 
drum generatrix 

Determination of tangential stresses for the selection 
of rational parameters of the drum shell lining.

To determine the contribution of tangential stresses 
to the level of equivalent stresses, the Marker option of 
the stress tensor of the element lying on the shell surface 
was used. Fig. 13 shows the stress tensor on the surface 
of the drum rim.

Certain values of tangential stresses allow you to cor-
rectly solve the important issue of selecting the material 
of the drum lining.

It is known that the minimum value of the shear 
stiffness of the lining is limited by the fatigue wear of 
the lining material during its repeated loading. There-
fore, it is recommended to select such parameters of the 
lining, at which high traction properties of the drive 
are achieved with acceptable performance friction 
wear of the belt lining and the drum lining when they 
interact [18, 19].

A theoretical analysis of a conveyor belt with a 
lining, taking into account its volumetric deformation, 

Fig.	10.	Graph	of	the	dependence	of	tangential	stresses	on	the	angle	of	
rotation:	1	–	with	fabric	tape	τ=16	MPa,	2	–	with	rubber	tape	τ=3.14	MPa

Fig.	11.	Experimental	installation	for	the	study	of	the	SSS	of	
the	drum

Fig.	12.	Graph	of	stress	changes	along	the	cylinder	generatrix
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shows that the transfer of significant traction shear stress 
(and transverse deformation) to the width of the drum 
allows measuring the parameters that are necessary when 
choosing the parameters of the lining and determining 
more accurate values and actual direction of total shear 
stresses [20, 21].

The dependence of the level of tangential stresses τy on 
the width of the tape was analyzed (Fig. 14).

According to the analysis of the diagram, the interaction 
of the conveyor belt with the shell, taking into account its 
volumetric deformation, showed that when transmitting 
significant traction forces, the components of tangential 
stresses along the width of the drum reach certain values of 
τу=5 MPa, which can lead to plastic deformations.

For further selection of rational parameters of the lining, 
the parameters of the tangential stress component τх, τу, 
determined from the results of computer modeling of the 
stress-strain state of the shell, are used.

Using the values of the computer calculation, it is possi-
ble to determine such important parameters of the lining as:

1. Specific breakaway strength of the rubber tape [22]

max 3 3
0

[ .]
( )

inc
br br

l

T h
k

B R h l
φ

∂

⋅
= τ µ ≤σ σ

+
   (11)

2. Specific exfoliation strength.

[ ]3 max ,exf exf
kσ = τ ≤ σ  МРа,    (12)

where [σ]exf  – is the permissible peel strength of rubber mix-
tures for the drive drum linings.

3. Rational angle of inclination of the corrugated lining.

For normal operation of the grooved lining, the angle of 
inclination of the grooves α to the longitudinal axis of the 
conveyor must not exceed a certain limit.

The elastic slip velocity of the tape T
slV  consists of two 

components Vx and Vy, which depend on the value of the 
tangential stresses τх and τу.

.y y

x x

V

V

τ
=

τ
    (13)

Then the angle of the grooves is defined as

tan .y

x

g
τ

=
τ

  (14)

For the drum under study, the angle of inclination of the 
groove æ=61°.

6. Discussion of experimental results

The obtained results of computer calculations reveal 
new quantitative effects of the stress-strain state of the 
drum shell on the verification calculations of the durability 
of structures with different levels of accuracy, as well as on 
recommendations for the use of rational means of lining 
in order to increase the reliability and traction capacity of 
conveyors.

The simulated design model in-
cludes variable force factors such 
as pressure and friction. The dif-
ference of the design scheme given 
in this work is that in the model, 
when forming the loading scheme 
of the drum by the tape, a modified 
Euler formula is used, which takes 
into account the dependence of the 
coefficient of adhesion of the tape to 
the drum on its tension force in the 
range of 0.1÷0.4 MPa. This model 
makes it possible to assess the in-
fluence of the variable friction force 
on the level of shear stresses on the 
surface of the drum shell, which is 
missing in the works on modeling 
given in the sources [11, 12]. 

The formulation of the problem of the interaction be-
tween the tape and the drum was modeled as an assembly, 
which most adequately reflects the real physical model of 
the interaction between the tape and the drum and the forces 
arising from the contact.

To assess the computer stresses arising in the drum of a 
belt conveyor of a conventional design, it is proposed to use 
a simulation of the assembly of a belt and a drum using a 
quadrangular four-node flat finite element with six degrees 
of freedom at each node using the accepted boundary con-
ditions and the described load schematization. The Equiv-
alence operation allows combining common assemblies to 
simulate the transfer of forces from the belt to the drum.

The result of stresses along the drum generatrix on 
the stress versus coordinate graph indicated stress peaks 
σ=24 MPa corresponding to the critical points of possible 
cracking, which are localized at the junction of the discs 
with the shell surface, which serves as recommendations 

Fig.	13.	Stress	tensor	marker

Fig.	14.	Graph	of	the	change	in	the	component	of	the	stress	tensor	over	the	width	of	the	tape
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for further calculation of welded joints for strength and 
fatigue.

Despite the excessive strength factor, seemingly leading 
to an increase in metal structures, it is not worth reducing 
the thickness of the shell, since the service life before inspec-
tion should be 1000 hours, which corresponds to prolonged 
fatigue, and an increase in stresses will lead to an increase in 
the stress range when calculating for durability.

The condition σmax<0.6σ0.2 at a calculated stress 
level of 64 MPa in the most dangerous section and the 
yield point of steel 245 MPa assumes, when calculating 
for fatigue, the choice of the S-N method for calculating 
high-cycle fatigue.

In the course of calculations, the places most suscepti-
ble to fatigue failure were identified: the middle part of the 
shell and the welded seams connecting the shell and support 
disks, which corresponds to the experimental data given 
in [16] and computer simulation given in [23].

An analysis of the diagram of the dependence of tan-
gential stresses on the coordinate along the generatrix of 
the shell shows that the interaction of the conveyor belt 
with the shell, taking into account its volumetric defor-
mation during the transfer of significant tractive forces, 
the components of tangential stresses along the width of 
the drum reach certain values τу=5 MPa, which can lead 
to plastic deformations.

The parameters of the tangential component of stresses 
τх, τу, determined from the results of computer modeling of 
the stress-strain state of the shell, will determine the fur-
ther choice of rational parameters of the lining. According 
to the level of certain tangential stresses, the lining for the 
investigated drum will have an angle of inclination of the 
grooves of 61°.

Despite the importance of the results obtained in the 
studies, the limitation of such a solution to the problem lies 
in the fact that the problem of determining the SSS of the 
drum was solved in a linear setting in the elastic zone. For 
further development of the study of the problem of strength 
and fatigue of the drum shell, it is necessary to improve 

approaches to computer modeling and take into account the 
physical nonlinearity of the tape material, as well as consider 
the zone of contact between the tape and the drum in the for-
mulation of the Hertz problem, which will allow determining 
the contact stresses leading to the appearance of defects on 
the shell surface.

7. Conclusions 

1. A mechanical design scheme has been developed that 
simulates the effect of variable pressure and variable friction 
force on the drum rim. The scheme takes into account the 
variable nature of the friction force as a function of the vari-
able adhesion of the belt to the drum.

2. The approach to modeling an adequate computer 
model of the drum and belt assembly, which reflects the 
condition of the conveyor functioning as much as possible, 
has been developed. The assembly of a belt and a drum was 
modeled using a quadrangular four-node flat finite element 
with six degrees of freedom at each node using the accepted 
boundary conditions and the described load schematization, 
which made it possible to simulate the transfer of forces from 
the belt to the drum.

3. A computer calculation was carried out in the NASTRAN 
integrated environment for two versions of the tape: fabric 
and rubber, the levels of tangential stresses with a fabric tape 
τ=12 MPa, with a rubber tape τ=4 MPa.

4. The total strength of the drum σmax=65 MPa is de-
termined, the coefficient of the safety margin is sufficient 
for the steel grade 10G2S1 k=4.2, the long-term fatigue S-N 
method is proposed for further evaluation of the durability 
of the shell.

5. The dependence of the level of tangential stresses τy on 
the width of the tape is determined, the maximum value for 
the rubber tape τy=4 MPa. According to the method of se-
lecting rational parameters of the lining of the drum shell, the 
angle of inclination of the groove is determined æ=61° for the 
standard size of drive drums with a belt width of 1,000 mm.
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